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Drain Limb- carries “blue blood"/deoxygenated blood from the patient to the circuit.  An
alarm for chugging/chatter means there is a problem on this side of the circuit 

Oxygenator- Works with the blender and flow meter to act as the "lung" of the circuit. The
physical place for drop off of carbon dioxide and pick up of oxygen. An oxygenator may
become less effective at dropping off and picking up oxygen.  

Blender-  Connects  to the oxygenator; controls how much oxygen is added to the
patients blood. It is important to know how much oxygen the patient is on to support
activity. 

Flow meter ("sweep")- Included in the blender unit.  Connects to the oxygenator; controls
the removal of carbon dioxide from the blood. The higher the sweep flow the more carbon
dioxide being removed from the "blue blood" coming into the circuit.  

Pump (not visualized/connected to the oxygenator)- The "heart" of the circuit; pulls blood
from the patient and through the ECMO circuit. The pump speed does NOT change
automatically to support increased activity. 

Circuit Console-  The "brain";  displaces circuit parameters. Where the ECMO specialist
can see all the information about pressures in the circuit and alarms.  

Return Limb- Returns "red blood"/oxygenated from the circuit to the patient. The highest
pressures and a shorter cannula on the circuit; important to watch for cannula migration. 
  

 

 7 Key Parts of the ECMO Circuit  for  
Assessment and Treatment  

 Want to learn more about safe + effective
treatment of ECMO patients?

 contact us at erica@ptcorecompetency.com  



Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Specialist.

I’ve been a physical therapist practicing in the controlled
chaos of the intensive care setting for over 15 years.

When I started practicing in the intensive care setting, I
couldn’t make heads or tails of tangled lines/tubes or

love with the setting, team, and patient population.

My passion now is to empower clinicians to detangle the
lines/tubes, translate the medical gobble goo, and function

setting.

Check out upcoming 
ECMO Simulation Courses. 
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